Abstract: Network on Chips (NoCs) as the compromising communication infrastructures in many-core system, are suffering the serious Multi-Cell Upsets (MCU) impacts. To accelerate the accurate assessment of the increasing and complex MCU in fault tolerant NoCs, we propose a virtual filter based analytical methodology. The approach converts an original MCU model to a new regenerated MCU model via fault tolerance filtering, and then maps the new MCU information into an existing boundary model to estimate the effectiveness of fault tolerant schemes fast. The diverse results demonstrate that the virtual filter based assessment achieves 473.75× speedup and only 11.454% accuracy loss over the latest fault injection.
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Introduction
With the scaling technology of integrated circuit, Network on Chip (NoC) has become the compromising communication component in the dominate many-core system. However, Radiation-induced soft errors from high-energy neutrons and alpha particles typically results in bits upset in NoC, which leads to NoC status and even system corruption. Due to lower supply voltages and higher integration density, the soft error rate dramatically increases as the technology node scales down [1] . As the cell size and critical charge is getting smaller and smaller resulted from technology scaling, Multi-Cell Upsets (MCU) ratio is increasing, dramatically up to 40% [2] . The router buffers of NoC, also called virtual channels (VCs), are implemented as SRAM cells for their speed and density considerations. They take up half of area in a router [3] and vulnerable to MCU faults. Diverse fault tolerant schemes are used to protect the VCs from soft errors, e.g., redundancy strategies [4] and error codes for NoCs [5] . The accurate and fast estimation issue is critical for an early NoC design and dynamic reliable NoC configurations.
To characterize the complex features of MCU, accelerated fault injection are often-used for NoC architectures [6] . Such a fault injection method performs low efficiency in runtime techniques for mitigating NoC soft errors [7] . Unlike the timeconsuming fault injection simulations, a boundary model driven method exploits the MCU correlation to divide the complex MCU issue into solvable Single Bit Upset (SBU) estimation [8] . And the resource utilization based ACE analysis can address the Single Bit Upset assessment well using only once simulation [9] . The upper bound and lower bound estimation can be achieved analyzing the best case and worst case of MCU correlations. The final estimation is obtained from the medium of the upper bound and lower bound. However, the boundary model does not support the assessment of fault tolerant schemes. Therefore, it is necessary to extend the boundary model for assessing the effectiveness of MCU oriented protection schemes in NoCs fast and accurately.
Proposed virtual filter based assessment methodology
To support the protection schemes evaluation, we design a virtual filter to extend the existing boundary model in [8] . The key idea is to consider a protection scheme as a virtual fault model filter, which converts the basic fault patterns into a new fault model and reuse the boundary model in an effective way.
Architecture-level Architectural Vulnerability Factor (AVF), a widely-used metric to quantify the NoC reliability, represents the probability that a single bit upset will result in a user-visible error in the final output [9] . The lower AVF is, the better fault tolerant method is. The boundary model can provide the AVF value of MCU case in no protection, depending on above four inputs: (1) target architecture ('A', e.g. VCs based router structure); (2) workloads ('W', including realistic applications like VOPD, MWD and synthesized Uniform and Transpose); (3) fault model ('M', including MCU ratio and patterns); (4) AVF values of the pure SBU case denoted as 'AVF sbu '. Our objective is to achieve an accurate AVF value fast using the new fifth input fault tolerant method ('FT', e.g., Error Correct Code). Table I lists the often used terms in the paper. The virtual filter based boundary model extension is as follows, including three steps:
‹ The first step is the virtual filter design. It depends on the error correct ability of given fault tolerant schemes. Without losing the generality, we just take the typical Error Correct Code (ECC) as a case study as a case study here. And ECC is instanced as the often-use c is instanced as the often-use case: a single error correction and double errors detection (SECDEC). As Fig. 1 shows, the basic fault patterns in the left are mapped into the new errors in the right. The mapping rule for ECC is to convert all single bit upset in a flit to no error. 
In the ECC environment, the SBU errors are fully corrected. And the new regenerated errors are all from the previous MCU case. Therefore, AVF mcu ðRAW Þ is approximate to AVF sbu ðECCÞ, the AVF value of SBU in the ECC case in Eq (3). fi Finally, the boundary model is reused again for the new value of AVF mix ðECCÞ calculation in Eq (4) and Eq (5). w err denotes the error rate in the ECC mapped new model M new in Eq (4). Instead, w noerr represents the no error rate. The no error case of ECC in comes from the basic SBU case or the partial MCU cases. Thereby w noerr can be set to 0 while w err is 1. The new AVF value AVF mix ðECCÞ is equal to AVF err ðECCÞ, which can be calculated by the boundary model analysis based on the available new fault patterns M new in Step1 and AVF mcu ðRAW Þ in Step2 from Eq (5). In all, the above three steps can extend the basic boundary model for supporting reliable schemes evaluation. It considers the reliable scheme like ECC as a virtual filter to handle the MCU model and reuse the boundary model smartly.
Simulations and analysis
All simulation results are based on the cycle accurate NoC simulator Nirgam [10] . To support fault tolerant methods verification and our fault model, we have extended original simulator to setup the complete experimental platform. Table II gives the detailed configuration. We choose typical synthesis traces and realistic applications with different traffic load cases. The varying benchmark, traffic load and scaling network size in the ECC protection case are set respectively to analyze the estimation accuracy and speed of virtual filter based extension. The latest work of fault injection [6] (denoted as 'Ref [6] ') is the baseline for verification.
Effects of various benchmarks
The comparison of AVF values and runtime for the four benchmarks is listed in Table III . The benchmarks have different communication characteristics and make different AVF values. The AVF value of the transpose traffic is 0.1774 while that of VOPD is just 0.0766 in Table III . Then, we can observe the accuracy loss is 3.587-21.618% for ECC evaluation by virtual filter based extension. Such an accuracy loss mainly results from the approximation (the middle of lower and upper bound) of boundary model analysis.
And the runtime comparison is also detailed and the virtual filter can provide up to 459:43{481:63Â speedup. The fast estimation inherits from the efficient boundary model evaluation and virtual filter together.
The proposed virtual filter based estimation method is an analytical model driven approach, therefore it performs about 473:75Â speedup with 11.454% accuracy loss, faster than fault injection (even accelerated case of ref [6] , about 5Â speedup over the traditional case). The virtual filter approach is an extension of boundary model analysis in [8] to support the protection scheme evaluation. The proposed method can inherit the high speed and accuracy (about 930Â speedup and 10% accuracy loss in no protection case) of boundary model via exploiting the MCU correlation. The runtime benefits are discounted due to the higher acceleration of ECC protection over no protection in ref [6] . Therefore, the proposed virtual filter provides a cost-effective MCU estimation in the reliable NoCs.
Effects of varying traffic load
To verify the effectiveness of proposed virtual filter, the results of VOPD for varying traffic load are detailed in Fig. 2 . Traffic load determines the VC utilization Fig. 2(a) shows the accuracy loss of ECC evaluation by virtual filter is reduced 15.01% on average, while the runtime in Fig. 2(b) depicts the speedup up to 498:42Â on average. Such results are consistent with varying benchmark effects. If inject the packet at a higher traffic load rate, the throughput starts the saturation region and the AVF value is also stable, e.g., AVF values are 0.133 and 0.1332 evaluated by proposed method for 0.1 packet/node/cycle and 0.5 packet/node/cycle. Due to the similarity of results, the other benchmarks like MWD, Transpose, Uniform are not listed.
Effects of scaling network size
The comparison of AVF accuracy and estimation speed is listed in Fig. 3(a) and calculation in [6] , as well as the approximate processing of proposed virtual filter assessment during the twice usage of boundary model. On the other hand, Fig. 3(b) shows that the proposed method has 341:63{ 569:6 Â speedup over the accelearted fault injection [6] . Similary, the trend of accuracy and speed variation remain in Uniform traffic: 383:65{613:75Â speedup and 17-22.18% accuracy loss. In all, the proposed virtual filter has good performance in AVF estimation under the scaling network size.
Due to the similarity of results, e.g., another larger network size e.g., 10 Â 10 for the benchmark of transpose with 414:27Â speedup and 18.95% accuracy loss, more data is not listed. We can conclude the virtual filter based methodology provide the guaranteed estimation speed and accuracy.
Based on the above comprehensive evaluation, the proposed virtual filter method can evaluate the effectiveness of fault tolerant schemes well.
Conclusions
In this paper, a virtual filter is also designed to estimate the protection schemes efficiently. Unlike the often-use fault injection, the proposed virtual filter methodology is an analytical model driven work to assess the effectiveness of fault tolerant configurations fast and accurately. The diverse simulations results show the estimation speedup of ECC is up to 473:75Â while only 11.454% accuracy loss on average over the latest accelerated fault injection. Therefore, the virtual filter based methodology addresses the reliable NoCs assessment very well.
